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Abstract—A number of features of biconical cavities make them attractive for various applications.

Expressions for the calculation of the eigenfrequencies of a biconical cavity with large cone angles can be

derived using the overlapping domain decomposition method in combination with the collocation

method; however, the expressions reported in the literature involve only a single pair of collocation

points, thus giving no way to estimate the eigenfrequency determination accuracy. The aim of this paper is

to calculate the biconical cavity eigenfrequencies for an arbitrary number of collocation point pairs. An

equation in the biconical cavity eigenfrequencies for an azimuthally symmetric transverse electric field at

an arbitrary number of collocation point pairs is derived. The equation reduces to two equations, whose

solution requires far less computational effort in comparison with the original equation. The solution of

one of the two equations are based on modes symmetric about the cavity symmetry plane, and the

solutions of the other are based on antisymmetric modes. The calculated eigenfrequencies converge

rapidly with increasing number of collocation point pairs, while the use of only one collocation point pair

may introduce noticeable error. The proposed technique may be used in the development of components

and units on the basis of biconical cavities.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Cavity-based measurement methods are traditionally used in the extraction of the electrophysical

parameters of various materials [1, 2]. Cylindrical cavities operating on azimuthal symmetric modes have

found the most use as sensing devices [3–6]. However, they suffer from a number of drawbacks: resonance

frequency shift and Q-factor reduction caused by specimen insertion holes in the end walls, the need for a

high degree of orthogonality of the end walls with respect to the longitudinal axis, and the possibility of

transformation of the operating mode into another mode with the insertion of a test specimen.

Biconical cavities are mainly free from the above drawbacks. Due to the presence of evanescent zones

near the cone vertices, holes can be made there without significantly affecting the field structure or the

resonance frequencies [7]. This feature allows one to use biconical cavities in various engineering problems,

for example, in displacement measurement, in the in-stream characterization of liquid, gaseous, and bulk

materials, [8, 9] etc. Another useful feature of biconical cavities is the splitting of the high-Q H01p modes and

the low-Q E11p modes, which in cylindrical cavities are mutually degenerate in terms of frequency, the

splitting degree increasing with the cone angle.

The use of a differential measurement scheme in a system of two coupled biconical cavities makes it

possible to improve the accuracy and reliability of measurements by reducing the negative effect of external

factors (temperature, humidity, instrument instability, etc.) [9] at the expense of using one of the cavities as a

reference cavity.

Biconical cavities are systems with noncoordinate boundary conditions. A rigorous analysis of such

systems is hardly possible, if at all [10]. Because of this, the key point in the use of biconical cavities is the

possibility of determining their eigenfrequencies, preferably by a relatively simple yet sufficiently accurate

algorithm [11–14]. Such an algorithm may be developed on the basis of the overlapping domain
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